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Electronic structure of oxygen-related defects in PbWO4 and CaMoO4 crystals
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Several types of defect structures in PbWO4 and CaMoO4 are studied within the framework of density
functional theory. While PbWO4 is currently of greater technological interest, we were able to carry out more
extensive calculations for CaMoO4, including lattice relaxation, large simulation cells, and more complicated
defects. The structural and chemical similarity of the two materials suggests that their defect properties may
also be similar. The electronic structure of isolated oxygen vacancies, oxygen and Pb or Ca double vacancies,
and substitutional Y are modeled using a supercell approximation. We find that the main effect of oxygen
vacancies in PbWO4 and CaMoO4 is the introduction of states of W or Mod character into the band gap. The
energies of these defect states are very sensitive to their occupancy. An isolated O vacancy produces a doubly
occupied defect state below the conduction band. Removing charge from this defect state lowers its energy and
causes additional states of W or Mod character to move into the band gap. Large supercell simulations for the
Ca and O double vacancy in an unrelaxed or slightly relaxed structure produce an unstable electronic structure
suggesting the possibility of more extensive lattice distortion. In addition, we also present preliminary results
of simulations of interstitial oxygen atoms in CaMoO4, finding a relatively stable configuration with the
interstitial O forming a weak bond between two MoO4 clusters.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.245109 PACS number~s!: 61.72.Ji, 71.15.Nc, 71.55.Ht, 71.70.Ch
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the adoption of PbWO4 single crystals as part of th
scintillation detector system for the Large Hadron Collider
CERN,1,2 there has been considerable interest in identify
possible defect structures in PbWO4 and related crystals
These defects, which can affect the detector performa
may occur during crystal growth and also are likely to
produced by radiation during use. Lead tungstate and rel
materials have a long legacy of earlier work, some of wh
is described in Refs. 3–7. New possible applications of th
materials have recently been reported, including Cheren
radiation production,8 high temperature ionic conductors9

and Raman lasers.10

There is a large literature of experimental work directed
identifying several types of defects in PbWO4 ~Ref. 11! and
related materials. It is believed that Pb vacancies are o
formed during the growth process. On the basis of x-ray
neutron diffraction, an ordered modification of PbWO4 has
been identified in which 1 out of every 16 Pb atoms a
missing.12 It is apparently difficult to directly control the
stoichiometric concentration of Pb. However, it has be
found that during the growth process, the addition of ma
rials that can be incorporated as trivalent positive ions s
as Y or La at the missing Pb sites can improve the lumin
cence properties of the resultant crystals.13,14 The direct ob-
servation of O vacancies is difficult, but spectroscopic st
ies of doped and annealed crystals indicate the presenc
isolated oxygen vacancies and oxygen vacancies assoc
with cation vacancies.15–18 In addition, studies of PbWO4
crystals annealed in an oxygen atmosphere suggest
interstitial oxygen can also contribute to the defe
structures.16,17,19,20

The purpose of this paper is to survey the electronic str
0163-1829/2001/64~24!/245109~10!/$20.00 64 2451
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tures of some models of defects in PbWO4 and CaMoO4 in
order to understand their ground state stability and qua
tive electronic signatures. The calculations were perform
within the framework of density functional theory,21,22 using
a supercell approach. Since density functional theory gi
us a variational approximation to the electronic ground st
of our defect models, we are able to estimate their energe
and optimal geometries. In addition, from partial densities
states, we obtain qualitative spectroscopic information.
technical reasons, we are able to carry out a more thoro
investigation of CaMoO4 than of PbWO4. However, the
structural and chemical similarity of the two materials su
gests that their defect properties are likely to be similar.

Earlier electronic structure studies of perfect crystals
these materials23 showed that states near the band gap
well described by a molecular orbital picture24 of the anion
group @WO4#22. Here W ~or Mo! is in an approximately
tetrahedral site due to the four nearest neighbor oxygen
and the group has a formal charge of22. A simplified ver-
sion of the molecular orbital diagram is presented in the
panel of Fig. 1, showing the occupied bands of mainly Op
character well separated from the unoccupied bands
mainly W ~or Mo! d character, split by the approximatel
tetrahedral crystal field and antibonding interactions in
lower states ofe symmetry and upper states oft2 symmetry.
Band gap defects could therefore be produced by change
this anion group such as changes to its charge, geom
and/or atomic constituents. In addition, since their crys
structure is not closely packed, additional atoms can be
troduced into the lattice of these materials, and some of th
can introduce new states into the band gap region.

For the purposes of describing the defect configurati
simulated in this study we adopt the following notation
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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YONAS B. ABRAHAM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 245109
order to identify both the defect stoichiometry and the gro
dominating the states in the band gap:

$added atoms/removed atoms%@BOn#q. ~1!

HereB represents the transition metal~only W or Mo in this
study!, n represents the number of coordinated O’s~only 3 or
4 in this study!, andq represents the net formal charge as
ciated with theBOn group. As we shall show, a simplified
although useful model of some of these effects are show
the middle and left panels of Fig. 1.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
describe the computational details of our simulations. In
der to study the effects of geometry optimization in the
cinity of the defect site and to simulate large supercells,
used thePWPAW code25 to study some model defects i
CaMoO4. In particular, the results of simulations of oxyge
vacancies and interstitials, combined oxygen and Ca va
cies, and substitutional Y alone and in combination with
and Ca vacancies in CaMoO4 are reported in Sec. III A. In
order to extend some of these findings to PbWO4, we used
the WIEN97 code26 which has been implemented for treatin
relativistic effects that better describe the heavy element
Pb and W. In Sec. III B, we report results from our study
oxygen vacancies and combined oxygen and Pb vacan
in PbWO4 simulated in an idealized geometry in a sm
supercell. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV, based on
comparison of the calculational results for CaMoO4 and
PbWO4 and on the analysis of the more complete simu
tions for CaMoO4.

II. CALCULATIONAL METHODS

A. Choice of supercells

The scheelite crystal structure is characterized by
body-centered tetragonal space groupI41 /a. In terms of
the conventional unit cell parametersa andc, the following
lattice vectors were used for the 2 formula unit simulatio
~‘‘2 x’’ !.

FIG. 1. Simplified molecular orbital diagram for states ne
band gap for@WO4#22 ~left panel!, @WO3#22 ~middle panel!, and
@WO3#0 ~right panel!. The numbers in parentheses represent
degeneracy~including spin! of the orbital; ‘‘←EF’’ indicates the
approximate location of the Fermi level. The@WO4#22 group is
found in the perfect crystal, while the other complexes repres
possible defect configurations.
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2 unit5
A25

1

2
~2ax̂1aŷ1cẑ!

B25
1

2
~1ax̂2aŷ1cẑ!

C25
1

2
~1ax̂1aŷ2cẑ!

~2!

This is, in fact, the same unit cell as the perfect crystal. T
nearest distance between defects isa.

For the 8 formula unit simulations~‘‘8 x’’ !, the lattice vec-
tors were given by

8 unitH A85~ax̂1aŷ!,

B85~ax̂2aŷ!,

C85cẑ.

~3!

The nearest distance between defects isA2a. Coincidentally,
this 8 formula unit cell is the same unit cell recent
analyzed12 for the Pb deficient crystal having the stoich
ometry Pb7.5W8O32, with one of the Pb sites having12
occupancy. For all of the simulations, the values of the
tice constants were taken from experiment and are lis
in Table I.

B. PAW calculations of CaMoO4

In order to efficiently study the energetics and optim
geometry of the defects and to carry out simulations in la
(8x) supercell, we used thePWPAW code25,29 based on the
projector augmented wave~PAW! approach of Blo¨chl30 to
study the nonrelativistic material, CaMoO4. The local den-
sity approximation~LDA ! form of Perdew and Wang31 was
used to approximate the exchange-correlation interaction

The first step of the PAW procedure is to produce t
necessary projector and basis functions~analogous the con
struction of a pseudopotential function in a pseudopoten
formalism!. This is done using theATOMPAW code.32 Since
this material is both highly ionic and covalent, upper co
electron states can be important for determining the s
consistent electronic structure. Specifically, we found it n
essary to include projector and basis functions for the up
core states together with the valence states of Ca, Y, and
The values of the local potential contributionsṽ loc

a (r ) were
constructed using the squared sinc shape function
aligned so that the pseudopotential basis functions co
sponding to the valences state of each atom are eigenstat
of a purely local pseudo-Hamiltonian as described in Ref.
Table II lists the parameters used in this work. In this tab
the notation« indicates a continuum function, where th
positive energy« is chosen to ensure that thef« l

a (r ) basis

r

e

nt

TABLE I. Lattice constants used in the simulations.

Material Ref. a~Å! c ~Å!

CaMoO4 27 5.222 11.425
PbWO4 28 5.456 12.020
9-2
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF OXYGEN-RELATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 245109
function has the correct number of nodes in the augmenta
region. For representing the valencel 51 states of Ca, Y, and
Mo, continuum basis functionsf«p

a were used instead of th
boundf4p

a or f5p
a functions which had nodes inconvenient

close to the augmentation radii. For O, in addition to t
valencef2s

O and f2p
O functions, continuum basis function

f«s
O andf«p

O were also used to ensure that the negative
states would be well represented. In order to optimize
plane wave convergence, the augmentation radiir c

a were
chosen to be as large as possible without allowing the a
mentation spheres to overlap. With this set of parameters
reciprocal lattice cut off parameters could be taken to b
and 10 Bohr21 for the plane wave representations of t
pseudowavefunctionsC̃nk and the pseudodensityñ, respec-
tively.

During the course of the project, several other param
sets were used, yielding similar results and demonstrating
expected insensitivity of the calculation to these paramet
Both the 2x and 8x defect supercells were studied using t
PWPAW code. For the 2x supercell, the Brillouin zone inte
grals were approximated by sampling 8k points throughout
the Brillouin zone. For the 8x supercell, the Brillouin zone
integrals were approximated sampling only the zone cen

The partial densities of states were evaluated usin
Gaussian smearing function33 in the following form:

Na~E!5
2

Aps
(
nk

Cnk
a Wke

2(E2Enk)2/s2
. ~4!

Here the factor of 2 comes from assuming that each dist
band is doubly occupied. The normalized Brillouin zo
weight factors are denoted byWk . The band index is noted
by n, andEnk denotes the band energy. The coefficientCnk

a

represents the charge contained in a single sphere enclo
atoma, with radius taken to be the augmentation radiusr c

a ,
averaged over similar spheres. The Gaussian smearing
rameter was taken to bes50.12 eV.

For several of the defect systems studied, we were ab
optimize the geometry of the atoms around the defect
moving the atoms within the supercell until the forces
them were smaller than a specified tolerance. In addition
obtaining the atomic positions of the optimized geome
two energy measures could be determined. For each s
atomic positions$Ra%, the PWPAW program calculates the
LDA cohesive energyEcoh($R

a%), defined to be the tota
electronic energy of the periodic system subtracted from
sum of the total electronic energies of the corresponding
lated spherical atoms. The ‘‘relaxation energy’’ measures

TABLE II. List of parameters used to construct basis and p
jector functions.

Atom Za nl basis r c
a ~Bohr!

O 8 2s,«s,2p,«p 1.4
Ca 20 3s,4s,3p,«p,3d 1.9
Y 39 4s,5s,4p,«p,4d,«d 1.9
Mo 42 4s,5s,4p,«p,4d,«d 1.9
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energy gained by geometry optimization, relative to the i
tial atomic positions$R0

a%, which, except for the missing
atoms, were taken from perfect crystal positions

DE[Ecoh~$R
a%!2Ecoh~$R0

a%!. ~5!

Also of interest, is an estimate of the formation energy
the defect, whose zero order approximation can be de
mined from the cohesive energy difference of the perfect
defective crystal simulationsF0[Ecoh (crystal)2Ecoh ~de-
fect!. Two corrections must be considered. First, since
defects involve oxygen, the final or initial state of the syste
involves molecular oxygen whose dissociation energy can
taken from the experimental valueD55.08 eV.34 Second,
since the spherical atom approximation underestimates
total energy of each atom, the cohesive energies are ge
ally overestimated. For the systems we are considering, th
errors are negligible or cancel except for the total energy
one of the O atoms. An approximate correction can be de
mined from spectroscopic data35,36 which allows one to cal-
culate the atomic ground state energy relative to the multi
average which corresponds to the total energy calculate
the LDA results. For O, the multiplet correction energy c
be estimated asDEmult'0.94 eV.36 Therefore, the formation
energies forneutral defects can be approximated as

F'F06S 1

2
D1DEmultD'F063.48 eV , ~6!

where the plus or minus signs pertain to interstitial O or
vacancies, respectively.

C. LAPW calculations of PbWO4

For modeling defects in PbWO4, where relativistic effects
are important, we used theWIEN97 code26 based on the lin-
earized augmented plane wave~LAPW! ~Ref. 37! approach
using the local density approximation~LDA ! form of Perdew
and Wang,31 as in thePWPAW calculations. The calculationa
parameters were taken to be the same as those used i
previous perfect crystal studies.23 The defect simulations
were performed using the 2x supercell only and the Brillouin
zone integrals were approximated by sampling 27k points
throughout the Brillouin zone.38 The partial densities of
states were evaluated using Eq.~4!, with the sphere radius
chosen to be the muffin tin sphere radius.39 The reason
for switching codes for the PbWO4 study is that relativistic
effects, which have not yet been implemented in thePWPAW

code, are available in theWIEN97 code. In previous work,40,41

we have shown that the PAW and LAPW methods produ
essentially identical results for nonrelativistic calculations

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Defects in CaMoO4

In order to study large simulation cells, atomic motio
about the defect site, and more complicated defects, we
ried out several calculations on CaMoO4 which is structur-
ally and chemically very similar to PbWO4. For these simu-

-
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YONAS B. ABRAHAM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 245109
lations, the atomic positions of the perfect crystal we
optimized, starting from the crystallographic results27 finding
the results listed in Table III. The calculated optimal Mo-
bond length is found to be slightly longer than the expe
mental value, as is typical of LDA calculations.42 The calcu-
lated bond angles for Mo-O were found to be essentia
identical to the experimental values. Table III also summ
rizes the geometry optimization results obtained for some
the defect simulations@using the notation defined in Eq.~1!#
which are discussed in the following subsections.

1. O vacancy

The O vacancy ($/O%@MoO3#22) was studied in both the
2x and 8x supercells. Table III summarizes the results of t
geometry optimization. We see that the bond length and
gular changes are similar but slightly larger for the 2x super-
cell compared with that for the 8x supercell. This is under
standable since, in the latter case, the relaxation effects
spread over a larger number of sites. In both simulations,
relaxation effects are relatively small—the bond lengths
crease by a few hundredths of an angstrom and the an
change by a few degrees, indicating that the@MoO3#22 com-
plex is relatively stable and structurally similar to th
@MoO4#22 complex from which it is derived. The calculate
energy gained in optimizing the geometry was 0.2 eV and
formation energy for a neutral O vacancy was estimated
ing Eq.~6! to be 7.1 eV for both 2x and 8x simulations. The
two simulations differed by less than 2% and 0.2 % for t
relaxation energies and formation energies respectively.

The partial densities of states for the 2x and 8x supercell
simulations are compared with the partial densities of sta
of the perfect crystals in the top two panels of Figs. 2 and
respectively. The results for the two simulation cells lo
very similar to each other, with the main differences attr
utable to the effects of the differentk-point samplings of
the supercell Brillouin zones. The bottom panel of Fig.
shows the partial densities of states for the unrela
geometry of the O vacancy in the 8x supercell. Comparison

TABLE III. Geometry optimization results for ideal crystal an
various defects in CaMoO4. The experimental bond lengths an
bond angles are quoted on the first line, in comparison with
calculated optimization results quoted on the second line. The
maining lines summarize the results of defect geometry optim
tions using (2x) and (8x) supercells, listing the range of bon
lengths and angles, the relaxation energies (DE) @Eq. ~5!#, and for-
mation energies~F! @Eq. ~6!#.

Mo-O bond Mo-O bond DE F
System Case lengths~Å! angles ~eV! ~eV!

Ideal crystal Exp.a 1.77 107°, 114°
Ideal crystal Cal. 1.79 107°, 114°
$/O%@MoO3#22 2x 1.79–1.83 105°–117° 0.2 7.1
$/O%@MoO3#22 8x 1.79–1.81 106°–115° 0.2 7.1
$/CaO%@MoO3#0 2x 1.74–1.83 103°–117° 0.9 15.8
$O/%@MoO4#22 2x 1.79–1.84 102°–116° 2.1 0.4

aExperimental x-ray results from Ref. 27.
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of the two lower panels~with and without geometry op-
timization! shows that changes in the partial densities
states due to lattice relaxation around the oxygen vacancy
very small. Similarly small lattice relaxation effects we
found for the 2x simulation. These results suggest that t
$/O%@MoO3#22 defect in CaMoO4 is rather insensitive to
small geometry changes and that its effects are are spat
localized.

The partial density of states curves for the O vacan
show that an impurity state associated with the Mo3
group is introduced below the conduction band. This stat
fully occupied because the O vacancy removes six oxygep
states from the valence band while removing only four v
lence electrons, leaving two extra electrons which can
accommodated by the MoO3 group—as described by th
$/O%@MoO3#22 notation.

In order to further characterize the defect state, it is he
ful to examine the charge density contours. In Figs. 4 and
plots of charge density contours about the@MoO3#22 site in
a plane which contains an Mo-O bond and the missing
site, are shown for the 8x simulation. Figure 4 is a plot for

e
e-
-

FIG. 2. Partial densities of states for 2x simulation of CaMoO4:
perfect crystal~top panel!, O vacancy~middle panel!, and Ca and O
double vacancy~bottom panel!. Calculations were done with lattice
relaxation. The zero of energy for each plot is adjusted so that
top of the oxygen bands line up with that of the perfect crystal. F
the defect plots, the two types of W sites—the threefold coordina
‘‘ ~3!’’ and the fourfold coordinated ‘‘~4!’’ are shaded differently.
The Fermi level~‘‘ EF’’ ! is indicated with an arrow in each plot.
9-4
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF OXYGEN-RELATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 245109
the uppermost occupied defect state near 2.2 eV. These
tours illustrate the shape of a distorted Mo 4d orbital which
has appreciable density in the vicinity of the missing O a
which we label ‘‘t29 , ’’ for reasons discussed below. This pi
ture is in marked contrast to that found for states associ
with an oxygen vacancy in ‘‘simple’’ oxides such as MgO
CaO,43–45 which is usually called an ‘‘F center.’’ For theF
center, the electrons are confined by the electrostatic po
tial of the surrounding ions forming ans-like ground state,46

while for the $/O%@MoO3#22 defect, the electrons occupy
Mo 4d orbital which is lowered in energy by the crystal fie
of the remaining oxygen ions.

Figure 5 plots the charge density contours about
@MoO3#22 site for the unoccupied states:~a! showing the
lower conduction band between the energies 2.5–4.0 eV
~b! showing the upper conduction band starting above
eV. Since the partial density of states peaks for these
groups of states show~middle panel of in Fig. 3! comparable
contributions from both the threefold and fourfold Mo site
it is not surprising that these two charge contour plots
similar to those of the perfect crystal,23 where the lower con-

FIG. 3. Partial densities of states for 8x simulation CaMoO4:
perfect crystal~top panel! and O vacancy~middle panel!, using the
same notations as in Fig. 2. These calculations were done
lattice relaxation. For comparison, the bottom panel shows the
tial density of states for the unrelaxed O vacancy.
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duction band hase symmetry and the upper conduction ba
hast2 symmetry. Also apparent in these plots are antibond
contributions from the nearest neighbor O 2p orbitals in the
plotting plane.

The appearance of these three contour plots motivate
to analyze the@BOn#q clusters in greater detail. For the pe
fect crystal,23 we showed that the@BO4#22 cluster could be
partially explained in terms of crystal field effects of the O2g

ions on the degenerated states of W or Mo and partially in
terms of hybridization between the W or Mod states and the
O 2p, summarized by the molecular diagram shown in t
left panel of Fig. 1. For the@BO3#22 cluster, the crystal field
effects can analyzed as follows. Idealizing the geometry
the cluster slightly so that O2g ions are placed at three of th
four ideal tetrahedral positions at a distanceR from a central
W or Mo ion, we find that the leading term in the degener
perturbation of the W or Mod states can be written in th
form

ith
r-

FIG. 4. Ball and stick model and contour plot for the 8x simu-
lation of an O vacancy in CaMoO4 at the@MoO3#22 site. The plane
on which the contours are drawn passes through the Mo atom,
of it’s nearest neighbor O atoms, and the plane of the O vaca
The contour levels are drawn at intervals of 0.2 electrons/3,
with the lowest contour level at 0.2 electrons/Å3 and represent the
charge density of the occupied defect state.

FIG. 5. Ball and stick model and contour plots for the 8x simu-
lation of an O vacancy in CaMoO4 at the @MoO3#22 site similar
to Fig. 4, but with contour levels representing the charge den
associated~if the states had been fully occupied! with the unoccu-
pied lower conduction band states~a! and upper conduction ban
states~b!.
9-5
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dVmm85
ge2^r d

2&

7R3
Mmm8 , ~7!

whereMmm8 is a 535 matrix with indicesm corresponding
to the five azimuthal quantum numbers associated with
degenerated ( l 52) states. Diagonalizing the matrix we fin
three eigenvalues

dE5
ge2^r d

2&

7R3
3H 2 ~2! t28 ,

21 ~2! e8,

22 ~1! t29 ,

~8!

where the number in parenthesis denotes the degenerac
the label on the right indicates the approximate relation
the corresponding state of pure tetrahedral symmetry.
lowest singly degenerate energy state which we have lab
‘‘ t29’’ has puret2 character. The two doubly degenerate sta
have mixed character, with slightly moree or t2 character as
indicated by the labelse8 and t28 , respectively. We can esti
mate these energies forB5Mo, using ^r d

2&'1 Å, corre-
sponding to the expectation value of the second power of
radius of thed orbitals of Mo ~estimated from atomic orbit
als!, R'1.79 Å corresponds to the Mo-O bond length, a
g52, we find the splitting between the extreme eigenval
to beDEt

28
2DEt

29
'2.8 eV. This is considerably larger tha

the corresponding crystal field splittings for tetrahedral
ometry in the perfect crystal.23 Interestingly, the partial den
sities of states for threefold coordinated W and Mo shown
Figs. 2, 3, and 9, as well as the charge density contour p
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are consistent with this analysis in
sense that the self-consistent electronic structure of all of
defects containing@BO3#22 clusters have three groups o
states, the lowest state is occupied and has a single sp
degeneracy while the upper two states are unoccupied
have double spatial degeneracy. In addition to the cry
field analysis, hybridization of thed states of theB ion with
the p states of O are also important in determining the el
tronic structure as illustrated in the middle panel of Fig.
Due to the spatial arrangement of the clusters, hybridiza
affects thet28 states more than the others. Extending t
analysis to the uncharged cluster@BO3#0, we might expect
the energy diagram to be similar while the occupanc
change as illustrated in the right most panel of Fig. 1. Ho
ever, as we shall show below, the situation becomes con
erably more complicated.

2. Ca and O double vacancy

Removing both Ca and O atoms changes the charge
ance associated with the defect states since the missin
removes two valence electrons from the system. We ex
the double vacancy defect to be characterized by$/CaO%
3@MoO3#0 in our adopted notation. The results of the 2x
simulation for the relaxed double vacancy are shown in
bottom panel of Fig. 2 for the partial density of states
Table III for the geometric and energetic results. The effe
of geometry optimization are much larger than those of
single O vacancy, adjusting the energies of states assoc
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with the @MoO3#0 clusters relative to other states of the sy
tem. Table III summarizes the relaxed Mo-O bond leng
and angles. In particular, we find the Mo-O bond leng
associated with the@MoO3#0 groups to be shortened by 0.0
Å, while those associated with the regular MoO4

22 groups are
approximately the same length as in the perfect crystal
cept for one bond which points in the direction of the mis
ing oxygen which is lengthened by 0.04 Å. The simple d
scription of this process is that the@MoO3#0 is able to
compensate for the loss of charge by contracting its effec
volume, thereby increasing the local charge density availa
for the Mo-O bonds. Correspondingly, the relaxation ene
listed in Table III is much larger than for the single O v
cancy case. The estimated formation energy is also liste
Table III.

While this explanation of the double vacancy seems r
sonable, it apparently is not the whole story. Recogniz
that the 2x simulation corresponds to an extremely high co
centration of defects and that there are severe geometry
strictions consistent with the assumed supercell, we exp
the results for the 8x simulation to be more reliable. Unfor
tunately, we have no results for the$/CaO%@MoO3#0 defect
in the 8x simulation cell because we found itimpossibleto
stabilize its self-consistency iterations with or without latti
relaxation effects. What appears to be happening in
more realistic simulation is that there is are two or mo
nearly degenerate configurations of this system. In addi
to the @MoO3#0(@MoO4#22)4 configuration consisten
with the 2x simulations, another configuration of the for
@MoO3#24e(@MoO4#221e)4 seems to also exist. This secon
configuration corresponds to the partial transfer of nega
charge~denoted bye! to the @MoO3#q group. This charge
comes from the top of the O valence band and is presum
associated with the four nearest neighbor@MoO4#22 groups.
Apparently, the energy of the@MoO3#q group is extremely
sensitive to its charge state whenq becomes less negativ
than q522, as confirmed by simulations with negative
charged supercells~compensated with a uniform positiv
charge!.

3. Y substitutional and charge effects

In order to understand these charging effects in more
tail and also to study the effects of trivalent substitution
impurities studied in the literature,14,47 we performed some
simulations with Y substituting for one of the Ca atom
($Y/Ca%@MoO4#2(21d)). Hered represents the excess ele
tronic charge incorporated into the lower conduction ba
due to the trivalent substitutional impurity Y. These calcu
tions were done using the 8x supercell but without geometry
optimization. Figure 6~top panel! shows the partial density
of states. The results show that Y adds electrons to the c
duction band of CaMoO4 and introduces new unnoccupie
states primarily above the second conduction band,
introduces no new states of Y character within the band g
This is similar to the behavior that we have found f
PbWO4:La simulations.48 In future work, we hope to study
the geometry relaxation of this system, in order to find o
whether the model is consistent with the experimental ob
9-6
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vation that excess electrons can localize on one of the
lybdate sites to form@MoO4#23 centers. Recently,@WO4#23

and @WO4#23-La13 centers have been identified in electr
spin resonance studies of La doped PbWO4 at low
temperature49,50 with temperature dependences indicati
binding energies of 0.05 and 0.27 eV, respectively, below
conduction band energy.

We also considered the effects of Y substitution i
purities in conjunction with Ca and O double vacanc
($Y/Ca2O%@MoO3#21) using the 8x simulation cell without
geometry optimization. The partial density of states
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 6. Here we see that
extra charge from the trivalent Y is accommodated by
MoO3 group. In contrast to the neutral CaO double vacan
the excess charge from Y causes the@MoO3#21 group to be
electronically stable with a half-filled defect state~of ‘‘ t29’’
character! just above the top of the valence band and
unfilled defect state~of ‘‘ e8’’ character! below the conduc-
tion band.

4. Interstitial O

There is a fair amount of experimental evidence18–20,51

that interstitial oxygen can be accommodated into
PbWO4 lattice. It is therefore of interest to study the corr
sponding defect in CaMoO4. We have carried out a 2x simu-
lation for an interstitial O atom initially placed between tw
Ca sites, and finding a stable O site between two Mo4
groups. Figure 7 shows the optimized geometry with som
the bond lengths and angles listed in Table III. As seen in
figure, the interstitial O forms a weak bond which bridg

FIG. 6. Partial densities of states for 8x simulation CaMoO4
with Y substituting for one Ca alone~top panel! and with a Ca and
O vacancy double vacancy~lower panel!, using the same notation
as in Fig. 2. Calculations were done without lattice relaxation.
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two oxygens associated with nearby@MoO4#22 clusters. The
O–O bond lengths are found to be 1.8 Å. Since we have
carried out an exhaustive geometry optimization, we belie
there may be additional stable interstitial sites, such as fou
for example in recent empirical potential simulations.52 Table
III also lists our calculated formation energy for the neut
interstitial O and finds it to be small~'0.4 eV!, suggesting
that it could be relatively easy to introduce extra neutral
into this lattice.

The partial density of states for our optimized geome
shown in Fig. 8 shows that interstitial O states are energ
cally aligned close to the O bands of the perfect lattice.
integrating the partial density of state curves in Fig. 8,
estimate that interstitial O’s have a charge very similar to t
the of tetrahedral O’s. While formally the tetrahedral O
have a charge of22e, molecular bonding reduces the actu
charge.

FIG. 7. Ball and stick model of stable configuration of inters
tial O in CaMoO4 for 2x simulation. Atomic sites are shown with
increasing sphere sizes in the order O, Mo, and Ca. Nearest ne
bor Mo-O and O-O bonds are also indicated.

FIG. 8. Partial densities of states for 2x simulation of CaMoO4
with an interstitial O atom, at the stable geometry shown in Fig
The shadings of the various partial density of states curves is
same as in Fig. 2 except that the interstitial O states are indic
with horizontal stripes.
9-7
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Since the simulations were carried out for the 2x super-
cell, the concentration of extra O in the simulation cor
sponded to a stoichiometry of CaMoO4.5. Experimentally,
rather high concentrations of extra O has been achieved.
example, gravimetric analysis of PbWO4 annealed in an oxy-
gen atmosphere19 suggests that it is possible to achieve
stoichiometry of PbWO4.1, at least at high temperature.

B. Defects in PbWO4

For the two formula unit simulations in PbWO4, includ-
ing those for the ‘‘perfect crystal,’’ the atomic positions~ex-
cept for those removed! were taken from the experimenta
crystallographic results28 without allowing for optimization
of the defect geometry. Two kinds of defects we
modeled—an oxygen vacancy and a Pb and O double
cancy.

In Fig. 9, the results for the partial densities of states
the two defect simulations are compared with those of
perfect crystal. The results are very similar to the cor
sponding results for the 2x simulations of the CaMoO4 sys-
tem shown in Fig. 2. The main differences in the occup
states are that in PbWO4 there is a narrow Pb 6s band at
approximately 2 eV below the valence band and a co
sponding antibonding contribution of Pb 6s states at the top
of the valence band. The main differences in the unoccup
states are that for CaMoO4, the crystal field split Mod states
form two distinct bands of ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘ t2’’ character separated
by nearly 1 eV. In PbWO4, the crystal field split Wd states
of ‘‘ e’’ and ‘‘ t2’’ character overlap, but form two distinc
peaks. Also PbWO4 lacks the equivalent of the high densi
of states at the top of the transition metald states caused b
the Ca 3d states in CaMoO4.

What is of interest is the identification of defect stat
introduced into the band gap. Since we have such a h
concentration of the defects, quantitative identification of
valence and conduction band edges are difficult. Howe
we can make the following qualitative analysis which is ve
similar to the CaMoO4 case. For the O vacancy simulation,
peak associated with the three-fold coordinated W site
pears in the band gap, below the conduction band edge.
state is fully occupied in our model crystal because the
vacancy removes six oxygenp states from the valence ban
while removing only four valence electrons. Therefore, t
defect would be given as$/O%@WO3#22 in our suggested
notation. The charge density contours associated with b
the filled band gap state and the unfilled states in the c
duction band are very similar to those shown in Figs. 4 an
for CaMoO4. Since our CaMoO4 simulations on the oxygen
vacancy showed that our results were insensitive to supe
size and relaxation effects, we expect these results for th
vacancy in PbWO4 to be similarly insensitive to superce
and relaxation effects.

For the Pb and O double vacancy, the partial density
states plot~bottom panel of Fig. 9! shows that two peaks
associated with the three-fold coordinated W site appea
the band gap. These states are empty because the Pb va
does not remove any states from the valence band~other than
from the narrow 6s band below the valence band!, but re-
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moves two additional valence electrons. Thus this def
would be given as$/PbO%@WO3#0 in our suggested notation
Since our CaMoO4 simulations on the Ca and O double v
cancy could not be extended to the 8x supercell, we expec
that the double vacancy in PbWO4 to also be more compli-
cated than implied by these unrelaxed 2x simulations.

IV. SUMMARY

These simulations of oxygen vacancies in CaMoO4 and
PbWO4 focused attention on the ground state electro
structure of the@BO3#q clusters. In addition to the electroni
structure of the@BO3#q clusters themselves, it is also impo
tant to understand the alignment of the cluster states w
respect to the other states in the crystal. Our self-consis
calculations indicate that the@BO3#q clusters are well de-
fined and stable forq522 as found in the$/O% simulations
and is also stable forq521 as found in the$Y/Ca2O% simu-
lations. For less negative values ofq, the electronic balance
between the@BO3#q clusters associated with the O vacan
and the@BO4#22 associated with the regular lattice seems
be very delicate.

In summary, we have shown that the main effect of
vacancies in PbWO4 and CaMoO4 is the introduction of
states of W or Mod character into the band gap. The ene
gies of these defect states are very sensitive to their cha

For a single O vacancy in PbWO4 and CaMoO4

FIG. 9. Partial densities of states for PbWO4, perfect crystal
~Ref. 39! ~top panel!, O vacancy~middle panel!, and Pb and O
double vacancy~bottom panel!, using the same notations as in Fi
2. Calculations were done without lattice relaxation.
9-8
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($/O%@BO3#22), based on 2x and 8x simulations with relax-
ation effects included~for the CaMoO4 case!, we find a well-
defined filled defect state below the conduction band, wh
symmetry we have analyzed to bet29 with density contours
shown in Fig. 4. This defect is very insensitive to latti
relaxation and simulation cell size. Since the state is fil
with 2 electrons, it cannot act as a trap for excess electr
nor can it be observed by electron spin resonance. Furt
more, since its energy is approximately 0.7 eV below
conduction band minimum, it cannot be an effective elect
donor. It might be observable in infrared excitation, but ca
not account for visible luminescence. If electrons are
moved from the defect, we expect its energy to be lowe
and the spectrum to become more complicated.

For a PbO or CaO double vacancy in PbWO4 or
CaMoO4($/AO%@BO3#0), based on 2x simulations, we find
two groups of unfilled defect states within the band gap. T
lower state is oft29 character, while the upper state is ofe8
character. Geometric optimization of the 2x CaMoO4 simu-
lation showed that shortened Mo-O bonds for the@MoO3#0

cluster are energetically favored. However, our inability
extend these calculations to the 8x supercell simulations sug
gests that this defect system is electronically metastabl
perhaps unstable. Simulations with charged supercells
with substitutional Y described in Sec. III A 3 show that th
@BO3#q defect is electronically stabilized withq<21. In the
absence of excess charge, such as provided by the sub
tional trivalent Y atom, the lowest@BO3#0 state becomes
degenerate with the O valence band. The fact that we
unable to stabilize this calculation has led us to speculate
there are at least two nearly degenerate configurations of
system which we have described as involving the@BO3# site
and its four nearest neighbor@BO4# sites in the form
@MoO3#0(@MoO4#22)4 and @MoO3#24e(@MoO4#221e)4.
This type of degeneracy usually results in a lattice distort
according to a Jahn-Teller mechanism.53 This reasoning
leads us to suggest that a CaO double vacancy may resu
d
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a more complicated defect, perhaps involving lattice dis
tions on several neighboring sites.

A single electron associated with an O vacancy in PbW4
has been suggested by Laguta and co-workers54 as the model
for a photoinduced ‘‘Pb1-VO’’ center observed in electron
spin resonance. The electron spin resonance signature is
of an electron interacting primarily with Pb nuclei adjace
the oxygen vacancy, and the authors refer to it as a P1

center perturbed by a bare oxygen vacancy. The puzzle f
the perspective of the calculations presented here is tha
experiment finds little contribution from W 5d states. Laguta
and co-workers suggest54,55 that there may be another lattic
configuration of this defect, accessible over a thermal bar
which resembles more closely an electron localized in an
5d orbital. This second configuration may perhaps cor
spond to the@WO3#21 center discussed in the present no
tion. This experiment and analysis suggests that lattice
tortion may also be significant for theq521 defect. Further
computational and experimental work is needed.

We have also presented preliminary simulations of int
stitial neutral O introduced into the 2x lattice. These studies
identified a possible stable site for the interstitial O a
found the corresponding states to be near the crystallin
valence band. This preliminary work suggests that furt
study of this system, including larger supercell simulatio
charging effects, and perhaps simulation of dynamical
fects, may be useful.

Missing from this work, is any information about the e
fects of these defects on luminescence. For this, it is ne
sary to go beyond the ground state density functional form
ism, considered here.
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